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XML for BioinformaticsSpringer, 2005
XML for Bioinformatics aims to provide biologists, software engineers, and bioinformatics professionals with a comprehensive introduction to XML and current XML applications in bioinformatics. The book will assume no background in XML, and take readers from basic to intermediate XML concepts. Core topics will include:...
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Getting Started with OAuth 2.0O'Reilly, 2012

	I’ve been working with web-based APIs since 1999, building SOAP-based web services for internal IT applications and helping thousands of developers using Google’s RESTbased APIs for Google Calendar, Picasa Web Albums, YouTube, and more. Each of these APIs has required authorization from users to act on their behalf. Developers...
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Cross-Platform Web Services Using C# & JAVA (Programming Series)Charles River, 2003
As the need for application-to-application communication and platform interoperability continues to grow, Web Service developers need to be skilled in the technologies and languages that make this communication possible. Web Services provide a language and platform independent standard for creating and connecting code that allows software...
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Spring Security 3.x CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Secure your Java applications against online threats by learning the powerful mechanisms of Spring Security. Presented as a cookbook full of recipes, this book covers a wide range of vulnerabilities and scenarios.


	Overview

	
		Learn about all the mandatory security measures for modern day applications using...
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Programming Data Driven Web Applications with ASP.NETSams Publishing, 2001
Programming Data-Driven Web Applications with ASP.NET provides readers with a solid understanding of ASP.NET and how to effectively integrate databases with their Web sites. The key to making information instantly available on the Web is integrating the Web site and the database to work as one piece.  The authors teach this using ASP.NET,...
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Web Services SecurityMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Minimize security risks in your system by successfully rolling out secure Web  Services with help from this exceptional guide. Web Services Security  covers everything network security professionals need to know, including details  on Web Services architecture, SOAP, UDDI, WSDL, XML Signature, XML Encryption,  SAML, XACML, XKMS, and...
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Essential XML: Beyond MarkUp (The DevelopMentor Series)Addison Wesley, 2000
The Extensible Markup Language (XML) has been anointed as the universal duct tape for all software integration problems despite XML's relatively humble origins in the world of document management systems. Essential XML presents a software engineering-focused view of XML and investigates how XML can be used as a...
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Perl Database ProgrammingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Here’s your in-depth guide to creating database-driven applications using Perl.
In this authoritative reference, Perl expert Brent Michalski uses plenty of examples to help you master Perl’s capabilities in database applications with MySQL, PostgreSQL, and Oracle. Along the way, he explores practical applications for cutting-edge...
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Java EE Development with Eclipse - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Develop, debug, test, and troubleshoot Java EE 7 applications rapidly with Eclipse


	About This Book

	
		Go beyond simply learning Java EE APIs and explore the complete workflow of developing enterprise Java applications
	
		Learn to use the features of Eclipse JEE to simplify Java EE application...
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Pro ADO.NET Data Services: Working with RESTful Data (Expert's Voice in .Net)Apress, 2008
Pro ADO.NET Data Services: Working with RESTful Data is aimed at developers interested in taking advantage of the new REST–style data services that ADO.NET Data Services (formerly code–named Astoria) provides. The book shows how to incorporate ADO.NET Data Services into a wide range of common environments including BizTalk,...
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Real World XML, Second EditionPeachpit Press, 2003
Steven Holzner's friendly, easy-to-read style has turned this  book (formerly known as Inside XML) into the leading reference on XML. Unlike  other XML books, this one is packed with hundreds of real-world examples, fully  tested and ready to use!

Holzner teaches you XML like no other author can, covering...
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Mastering Web Services SecurityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Quickly learn how to build a secure Web services system using available programming tools, models, and specifications
Web services promise to simplify business programming and to improve interoperability, but they won’t deliver on these promises without effective security. Written by the leading security experts in the field, this...
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